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Computer Network is the interconnection of Computers and other peripherals. But you really appreciate its importance once you work with it. One of good example is when you remote access computers through network. Remote accessing or controlling a computer on the other side or other part of the world is made possible by the power of computer network.

You can perform this not only in one room or building but you can do this also in different city or province and world-wide. For some organization and companies here in the Philippines their Information Technology/Management Information System department enjoy the advancement of network technology. And for Business Process Outsourcing industry it is common for their technical support representative to remote their client’s computer and assist for the technical needs of their computers.

It is practical for the business owner to save money by decreasing the expenses as much as possible. Instead of purchasing more printers the companies invest more on network because different department can share to printers by means of network plus the other transactions inside the company require good connection because their branches is located in different part of the country and their system is centralized wherein they are sharing the same databases.

For IT/MIS professional he or she can assist different issues or concern simultaneously and monitor the activities of computers in different department in the company by means of computer network especially if the issue or concern is not deal with computer hardware. And they can do this in easier plus faster way.